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"Our approach is an exercise to excel, which would put all
the human knowledge in a breathtaking new perspective"
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IN THE REMEMBRANCE OF
Dew drops formed on every bough, refresh everyday the flower of my dream
And you'll wonder to know, I will be living after the death, all here in green.

Capt. Jatinder Singh
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JGS AT GLANCE

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Jatindera Greenfield School came into existence on March 13, 2004 with gloriously realized in
the memory of Capt. Jatinder Singh. The school is being run efficiently by Capt Jatinder Singh
Educational Society. All the members of the society are highly qualified and experienced in the
field of education. The school is affiliated to C.B.S.E, New Delhi and is one of the most
prestigious schools in the area.
School type
Founded year
Board
Address
Affiliation no.
School no.
Telephone
E-mail
Fax
Academic Year
Standard
Summer break
Autumn break
Winter break

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Co-educational, English medium and Day boarding
March 13, 2004
Affiliated to C.B.S.E., New Delhi.
Jatindera Greenfield School, Gurusar Sudhar, Distt. Ludhiana-141 104
1630477
PKL-25241
01624-276887
jatindera01@rediffmail.com
Child
01624-277145
Book
April to March
Pre-nursery to 10+2 class
Torch
35 days
Water
One week
Sun
One week

The Child, the book, the torch, the water and the sun are the symbols in the school logo, which
in unity symbolize potential, knowledge, eternal light & excellence and sustenance of growth of
morality,

President
Dr H. S. Dhaliwal, Ph.D.
Senior Horticulturist,
Dept. of Horticulture,
(PAU, Ludhiana)

Joint Secretary
Mrs. Parmeet Kaur Garcha
W/o S. Ashok Singh Garcha,

Vice President
S. Sukhdev Singh Bhangu,
M. Sc., Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Now settled in Australia

Secretary
Mrs. Jagdev Kaur
w/o Capt. Jatinder Singh

Treasurer
Mrs. Manpreet Kaur Dhaliwal
D/o Capt. Jatinder Singh

Member
Member
Dr H. S. Sur, Ph. D.
S. Gurpreet Singh Toor,
Former Associate Director Research,
M. Sc., Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Presently Consultant
Senior Superintendent of Police, PPS
Planning Commission of India

Member
Dr T. S. Mangat, Ph. D,
Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Now settled in USA

The child with his unsurpassed potential seeks wisdom, essence of knowledge from the book,
the silent mighty power. Books are standing counsellors, preachers, always at hand, always
ready to repeat their lesson as after as we please
The eternal and glorious sun, the centre and soul of our solar system, from where the child
lights his torch to enlighten the world and dispel the darkness of ignorance. Water symbolize
purity, patience and peace in life.
The school motto "Victory with determination" written in golden letters inspires the child,
unleashes the power within him to kindle the flame of wisdom and to make him stand to grab
the victory with determination.
As Lincoln Said "Determine that things can and shall be done then we shall find the way."
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Member
Dr B. P. Arora, Ph. D.
Former Professor,
(PAU, Ludhiana)
Now settled in Australia

Member
S. Iqbal Singh Sandhu,
M. Sc., Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Now settled in Australia
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Member
S. Avtar Singh Dhaliwal,
M. Sc., Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Now settled in Australia

Member
S. Rajvinder Singh Sodhi,
M. Sc., Former Professor
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Now settled in Australia

Member
Dr B.S. Chahil, Ph. D.
Prof. of Horticulture (Retd.)
(PAU, Ludhiana),
Presently Consultant Punjab
Farmer's Commission
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MAY I HELP YOU

MY BELIEF AND VISION

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasmRalph Waldo Emersson. God created each of us for greatness.
JGS mission is to help the child to catch a glimpse of his/her
potential and inspire him/her for the excellence.

“Let noble thoughts come to us from all sides.”
- Rig Veda -

It is imperative to appreciate that the innovative modes can formulate essential
contributions to the solutions of problems in teaching but they cannot endow
with inclusive solutions for most of the instructional problems. The ideas of selling
big methodologies have been everywhere in air without turning them into
practice. It depends on what are those ideas used for and how skilfully they are
applied. Unfortunately the new ideas of using television and language
laboratories are examples, have been oversold. The dedicated service of a teacher
itself values more than any instructional aid. However, we are equipped with
various kinds of teaching aid and media technologies. Computers and audio visual
aids will be adequately used. The facility of media is not meant to fulfil the
shortage of teachers, limitations of funds, and absence of adequate teaching
space and other facilities. I look forward that a child at “Jatindera”must pick up a
hobby, must go for trekking, excursions, river rafting, mountaineering, aeromodelling, para sailing and para gliding etc. I wish that a child with us must
possess his or her a separate alumnus identity, once having passed out from the
school. I do not believe in alluring the parents and the children with irrational
promises.I ensure that the methodology to enhance a better academic goal for
your child is not muffled under any circumstances.

Picking up an appropriate school for a child has been a herculean task for all
parents. One would appreciate to examine that the parents and the children both
endure a painstaking exercise to get hands on admission in a school. We, at
Jatindera look forward to reduce all hassles either for admissions or be the worries
of child’s homework. The process of learning must remain full of brio among the
children. We have well-mechanised academic tools to suit the particular age of a
child. Above all, it’s an ideology to conceive a resolution that vitally affects the
child’s future.
Jatindera Greenfield School is an endeavour to institute a new drift in
education. Ideologically, the school is aimed to focus the optimum growth of a
child during his / her tenure in the school.
We substantiate an accepted environment on the campus that would facilitate
generating a congenial learning environment. I wish for a stoke of luck to my staff
and students in their endeavour to sustain my thoughts and vision intact.

Above all, I emphasize that a child should not grieve for his / her childhood. All
children must get affection and care. At the same time, I individually feel that a
child must nurture into a healthy, daring, obedient, knowledgeable, imaginative
and a humble human being. I am always ready with a “get-up-and-go” spirit to
sustain the institution as a temple of ‘all round learning’.

Mrs. Manpreet Kaur Dhaliwal
Manager

Dr H.S. Dhaliwal
President
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
To soar to the heights, the soul needs two wings. One is purity of thoughts,
which enables us to keep our eyes on the one target in life that matters and
awareners of the divinity within every human being. The other is simplicity of
life style, also simplicity in our desires.
Education in any form empowers us with these wings. Fortunately we in
Jatindera Greenfield school equipped with various kinds of educational
teaching aids and smart class technologies. Computers, audiovisual-aids and
smart class technology are being used and playing remarkable role in
improving the performance of child.

METHODOLOGY
Teachers work according to a scheme of work planned at the beginning of the year, which is
translated into practice on the daily basis. The child is assessed through a comprehensive evaluation
system that takes on account not only his / her academic performance but also his / her growth in
areas of culture and extra curricular activities. A test to assess the child’s progress is held at the end
of each term and the report is sent to the parents. Periodic meetings between teachers and parents
take place so that both collectively participate in the progress of the child.
Class room work lays stress on participation and arousing curiosity with emphasis on group
learning, peer help and use of electronic and audio – visual aids. Homework is given according to a
carefully set scheme of education. Children do homework under the supervision of Master / Mistress
on duty.

I personally do consider and take care of every child's sensitivities. At the same time I perceive that
there is no better testimony than the knowledge of his/her own student. Every teacher of JGS helps
a child to be sensitive to the values well laid by our national, social & spiritual heroes.

The aim of the whole system is not to judge the child but to provide aid and support to his all –
round development and get him to give out his / her best.

Above all I feel every child is a nation builder, I salute his/her spirit, stamina and strength.
A part from giving him good education, I am committed passionately to train my children to face
the outer world and to instill in them a life of simplicity and piety of service and meditation, of hard
work and devotion, of humility and intellect, of courage and conviction, of peace and universal
brotherhood, of love and compassion. So that they can fit themselves in turmoil of future and in the
rapidly changing world.

ACADEMICS

OUR STAFF
The school maintains a graciously stimulated, knowledgeable, competent and vigorous team of
teachers. The entire faculty members are significant in their opinion of retaining an enhanced
academic standard among its students. Simultaneously, they believe that games fascinate children.
Many children may not be well versed at studies but they are quite at home in the games in which
they take interest. Teachers on the campus will lend a hand to the cause of education by motivating
students. The teacher would also develop some games pertaining to the content they
communicate. A little thinking will enable them to evolve a game for the topic they want to teach.
All our staff is to undergo grooming classes to be conducted by the Principal and the educational
resource persons brought from the institutions of repute. The Principal while leading the academic
team emphasizes on the latest academic techniques for the younger children such as LSS (Labelling
Sequential Steps), CFG (Conceit Forming Games), AG (Additive games), IG (Inferential game),
Basket exercises, Brain storming, etc. Above all, our team of staff is well represented by the
Principal and they are well equipped to sustain the slogan of the school –
“VICTORY WITH DETERMINATION”.
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Jatindera Greenfield School, an English medium co – educational school is affiliated to Central
Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), New Delhi. Punjabi and Hindi are taught consistently under
the three language scheme. Learning at this school is not limited to books and classrooms.
Academic work is aimed at developing young minds, chisel their intellect and grasping ability and
encourage practical application of knowledge. The knowledge of computer is an integral part of
instruction. Students are urged to become proverbial and proficient in computers and computer
aided learning. Stress is laid on the interaction of students with the best minds in the country.
Informal interactive learning is imparted through educational tours to places of historical,
geographical and scientific interest both within and outside the state.

SPORTS
Healthy mind lives in healthy body. Education is for mind development & sports is for physical
development. It gives qualities like team spirit, confidence, leadership. We have play grounds for
Football, Badminton, Volleyball, Hand Ball, Cricket and athletic track, which helps child to develop
physically. For mind driver we have chess. Three qualified teachers have an eye on students physical
growth. Our school organises athletic meet every year.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Our School develops its students in co-curricular activities like declamation debate, quiz, news
reading, western and folk dances and singing, extempore, calligraphy, poem recitation, etc.

ART AND CRAFT
Education to develop the skills hidden in students, Art & Craft is introduced in the school. It includes
painting, knitting, emboss painting, best out of waste etc.

Quality is our determination
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FACILITIES & SCHOLASTIC APPROACH
The school is spread over an area of five acres amid a lush green picturesque surrounding, away
from the hustle and bustle of the city life. The school is located on the 25 Km stone on Ludhiana
– Bathinda road at Gurusar Sudhar, district –Ludhiana. It is proposed to expand the school in an
area of 20 acres in the days to come. The school has a magnificent structure set in open field
with a pollution free environment. The school campus is dotted with lawns, parks and huge
open spaces. The campus is cris crossed with a network of metalled roads. The school has
spacious classrooms, which are well lit, ventilated and of appropriate size. They are appropriate
to generate a desired learning environment. The building of the school has been designed to
facilitate liberal teaching methods, accommodate changes and different types of functions on
latest scientific lines.

FACILITIES
CLINIC
A three-bed clinic has been built in the school campus. Services of a part time doctor will be
made available to provide first aid to the students as and when needed. Periodic medical check
up of the students will also be conducted.
CANTEEN
A well-furnished canteen is available in the school campus. Efforts are being made to regulate
supply of quality eatables through the canteen at reasonable rates.
FILTERED AND COLD DRINKING WATER
Filtered drinking water is provided in the school campus. Cold drinking water through water
coolers is provided in the school campus during summer season. To meet the requirement
adequate number of cooling and filter devices are installed.
GENERATOR
To take care of electricity failure / cuts, a generator of 62.5KvA capacity has been installed so
that the studies and other activities of the students do not suffer. There is a provision of one
15KvA stand by generator too.
PARKING PLACE
Separate parking place for vehicles of staff, student and visitors is provided.
TRANSPORT
The School has own fleet of buses covering the area about 25 km for transportation of students.
8
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LABORATORIES
Separate Labs of Physics, Chemistry & Biology, Social Science, Maths, Computer and language
lab have been established, where the sophisticated and high tech equipments / instruments are
installed to make learning easier and up to date.
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA / TECHNOLOGY
The field of media, instructional system and technology of teaching has been enlarged greatly
and is expanding rapidly. All innovative programmes and techniques of teaching like computer
based or computer assistant instruction; system approaches and closed circuit television
cameras are fitted in each classroom.
SMART CLASS TECHNOLOGY
We are glad to announce that Jatindera Greenfield School is the first school of the area which is
equipped with the state-of-art “Smart Class” system of teaching technique. With the
introduction of this technology JGS has joined the rank of selected schools in India. The “Smart
Class” is a comprehensive technology solution that is transforming the way teachers teach in
classrooms across the globe today. The “Smart Class” program empowers teachers to use
digital resources such as graphics, animations, 3D Images and video clips, in addition to the
chalk and talk methods of teaching in their day to day teaching. Such exposure results in a
completely new multi sensory learning experience for students and helps them to improve their
academic performance.
SERVER ROOM
A server room has also been established in the school which enables the teachers and students
to get course contents fully syllabus covered in class. On line and e-mail identity has been issued
to each student and teacher by which they are able to get all the teaching material on line and
they can interact each other.
EDUCATION EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
After lots of research and evaluation, University of Sussex, United Kingdom selected Jatindera
Green Field for their exchange programme. Their representative Dr. Kaveri Harriss personally
visited and tried to study the aspects of teaching standards at the school and was totally
pleased with all the proceeding.
COUNSELLING CELL
Parents are invited to school on various occasions to discuss problems of their wards.
Counselling of both parents and students by different professionals are also arranged time to
time.
Quality is our determination
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STUDENT COUNSELLING PROGRAMMES
Each pupil is unique. He/She faces his/her peculiar problems of growth and adjustment beyond
his unaided capacity. These problems can be educational, vocational and personal. We conduct
various 'students' counselling programmes in order to provide guidance and counselling to the
students to improve their decision skills for the prospects. For this, subject experts and
counsellors are invited to interact with children to free the counselees from the forces that are
impending his/her growth to full maturity and to develop his/her self understanding.
TEACHER WORKSHOPS
The education policy, methodology and techniques even courses and syllabus are fast changing
Hence to update their knowledge the teachers need regular orientation. Several such
workshops and seminars are conducted in the school. The teachers are also deputed to attend
workshops/seminars conducted by different educational organisations at different venues,
where they are made aware of new teaching techniques, methodology, projects, co-curricular
activities, course & syllabus and value oriented education programmes, etc.
NCC
For harmonious development of our students. They participated in RDC & ADC Camps in which
our students got first position in firing and drilling.
COMPUTER LAB
Learning by use of computers is becoming indispensable for day-to-day work and jobs. These
computers are good tools of learning and recreation. Keeping this in view, a well equipped net
work of computer lab has been set up. Multimedia facilities on modern techniques of learning
are also available.
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRE
"A good book is the best of friends, the same today and forever". The “Learning Resource
Centre” is the hub of all intellectual and academic activities of the school. The school library has
a large pool of resources in the field of information technology, Science, General Knowledge,
the Periodicals, Journals & Reference books, which keep the students’ knowledge up-to date
with the latest. Religious books are also part of our library collection for including the feeling of
brotherhood & secularism amongst them.
MEDITATION CLASSES
Professionals are invited to give a brief feel of meditation to students so as to improve their
inner strength and to excel in everything they undergo in a better & mindful way.
NIGHT CLASSES
School arranges night classes for students with accommodation facility, especially for slow
learners and Board class students.
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OUR 'TURN OUT' KIT
Shirts

Nur to V
: Light pista with School Insignnia
(Half Sleeves)

Shorts/Trouser

SUMMER UNIFORM BOYS

VI to X
Light pista with School Insignnia
(Half Sleeves)

XI & XII
Light pista with School Insignnia
(Half Sleeves)

: Green Check shorts

Olive Green Trouser

Olive Green Trouser

Patka/Turban

: Patka Green

Patka Green

Turban Green

Socks

: Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Belt

: Green Belt with Logo Buckle

Green Belt with Logo Buckle

Green Belt with Logo Buckle

Tie

: Green colour with two light
Pista strips

Green colour with two light
Pista strips

Green colour with two light
Pista strips

Shoes

: Black leather laced without heels

Black leather laced without heels

Black leather laced without heels

Shirt

: Light pista with School Insignnia
(Half Sleeves)

Light pista with School Insignnia
(Half Sleeves)

Light pista with School Insignnia
(Full Sleeves)

Skirt/Trouser

: Green Check, Knee length
with Fullbox Pleats of 2

Divider Skirt Green check
Knee length

Olive Green Trouser

Ribbon

: Green Nylon Ribbon two plates
are compulsory

Green Nylon Ribbon,
One Plait

Green Nylon Ribbon,
One Plait

Shoes

: Black leather, Buckled
without heels

Black leather, Buckled
without heels

Black leather, Buckled
without heels

Tie

: Green Colour with two light
Pista strips

Green Colour with two light
Pista strips

No Tie

Belt

: Green Belt with Logo Buckle

Green Belt with Logo Buckle

No Belt

Socks

: Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Green Colour (Cotton)
with light Pista Stripes

Shirt

: Light pista with school insignnia
(Full sleeves)

Light pista with school insignnia
(Full sleeves)

Light pista with school insignnia
(Full sleeves)

Trouser

: Olive Green colour (Woollen)

Olive Green colour (Woollen)

Olive Green colour (Woollen)

Tie

: Tie with right Pista stips

Tie with right Pista stips

Tie with right Pista stips

Belt

: Green belt with logo buckle

Green belt with logo buckle

Green belt with logo buckle

Half Pullover

: V Neck Green with light green
strips on neck to shoulder (woollen)

V Neck Green with light green
strips on neck to shoulder (woollen)

V Neck Green with light green
strips on neck to shoulder (woollen)

Socks

: Green colour (woollen)
light pista strips

Green colour (woollen)
light pista strips

Green colour (woollen)
light pista strips

SUMMER UNIFORM GIRLS

WINTER UNIFORM

Quality is our determination
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SATURDAY SUMMER UNIFORM
Shirt
Shorts/ Trouser
Patka/ Turban
Socks
Ribbon
Shoes
Skirts
Tie
Belt

:
:
:
:
:
:

House colour T-Shirt
white
House colour
White with house colour stripes
House colour
White canvas, tennis shoes with laces, no heels
(Sports shoes and white leather shoes are not allowed)
: White
: Green
: Green

SATURDAY WINTER UNIFORM
House colour Track Suits
White
House colour
White with house colour stripes
House colour
White canvas, tennis shoes with laces, no heels
(Sports shoes and white leather shoes are not allowed)
Caps : Green
Gloves : Green

NOTE:
1. For all the students Track suits of house colour on every saturday is compulsory.
2. Winter uniform is same for boys and girls.
3. Blazer is compulsory for every student and it is same for boys and girls.
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Managed by :
Capt. Jatinder Singh Educational Society (Regd.)

JATINDERA GREENFIELD SCHOOL
(Senior Secondary, Affiliated to CBSE, New Delhi)
Affiliation No.: 1630477

School No.: 25241

GURUSAR SUDHAR, DISTT. LUDHIANA (Pb) PIN-141104
Tel.: 01624-276887 Fax: 01624-277145 E-mail: jatindera01@rediffmail.com

